
RUBIX Launches AUGMENT Modular Charging Solution for iPhone 

HONG KONG, CHINA (May 14, 2014) 

Tech Startup RUBIX, has today announced the launch of AUGMENT, the modular charging 
solution for iPhone. AUGMENT is made up of two components, the AUGMENT Case and 
AUGMENT Charge, which integrate to provide the ultimate mobile charging experience. Their 
Kickstarter campaign for AUGMENT goes live today. 

"We created AUGMENT because we were tired of bulky battery cases, messy cables, and 
large power banks." stated Will Matters, Industrial Designer at RUBIX. "We wanted a solution 
as versatile as our lifestyles, that could be there when we need it, without slowing us down 
when we don't." 

RUBIX developed a modular design iPhone cover -- AUGMENT Case -- that allows simple 
and integrated attachment of a charging module -- AUGMENT Charge -- to deliver a 60% 
power boost when it's needed most. AUGMENT Case has a distinctive visual design and 
provides premium protection for the iPhone by using a soft TPU rubber outer layer and hard 
PC inner construction. AUGMENT Charge packs 1,200mAh into a device that weighs only 38 
grams and easily fits inside a coin pocket. 

The Kickstarter campaign has a number of Early Bird discounts and the first 150 backers can 
purchase the AUGMENT Case and AUGMENT Charge in a set for just $45, a full 30 percent off 
the future retail price. The Kickstarter campaign runs from today until June 19 with a target 
funding goal of $17,000. If successful, the product will also be available for purchase from the 
RUBIX website, www.rubix.co in August 2014. 
 

ABOUT RUBIX 

RUBIX is a design-centric startup creating innovative products inspired by the dynamic 
between technology and the user. RUBIX aims to bridge the gap between technology and 
everyday use by reshaping standard solutions. The team is passionate about providing 
solutions that enhance both style and function. Visit http://www.rubix.co for more information 
about the brand or join us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/rubix.co or Twitter 
@Rubix_Co 
 

Kickstarter URL: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/rubixco/augment 
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